ENTRANCE EXAMINATION, 2017

M.A. SOCIOLOGY

[ Field of Study Code : SOCM (222) ]

Time Allowed : 3 hours

Maximum Marks : 100

All questions carry equal marks

Answer any four questions

1. Discuss the characteristics of New Social Movement. How is it different from conventional understanding of social movements? Explain with suitable examples.

2. Show how Marx and Weber help us to understand social change.

3. Describe the methodological tension between Durkheimian objectivity and Weberian subjectivity.

4. Describe migration for work in relation to rapid urbanization in India.

5. Discuss the ideas of Indian Society and Indian Sociology with reference to the relationship between the concepts of Society and Nation State.

6. Write an essay on the relationship among class, caste and gender in India.

7. Discuss the changing nature of family and marriage in India.